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SYNOPSIS
Jára has lost his job, his family is falling apart and his only companion and friend is Karel, a
lonely weirdo who feels very closely bound to nature. Unemployed and immature, he tries to
keep his family together, to make his wife stay with him, to protect his teenage son from drug
abuse, and to protect Karel from himself - but who will protect Jára?

About the screenplay...
After the tragic death of my son, I was overwhelmed with self-reproach for all the
ways in which I had been a bad father, the things I hadn’t done for him as he was growing
up. I replayed our conversations over and over again. That was how the character of Jára
came into being. Jára represents my human failings, as well as my fatherly love, my love for
my family, which is the foundation of my existence. I gradually came up with the other
characters -- like Jára, they’re full of human imperfections, full of yearning to change
themselves for the better. I love this yearning in my characters. I’d like to experience
everything they go through in the story with them, they make me laugh and they frustrate me.
I’m fascinated by the constant mixture of tragic and comic elements in their lives.
The story only took on real meaning for me when the character of Karel emerged.
Karel is, like all mystics and shamans, a link between the worlds of being and non-being. The
burden of his spiritual quest is full of mystery and comedy, but I’m grateful to Karel most of all
for bringing hope to the end of the story.
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About the characters...
JÁRA (37)
Fogi is a grown man who hasn’t really grown
up; he still lives by his short-sighted
adolescent principles. Idealistic, he rails
against the hard facts of reality, not realizing
that he is more and more becoming a victim
of his own stubbornness. He thinks
everything is the fault of the world around
him; it’s everyone else who has to change,
not him. This is probably the reason his first
marriage failed. He has a son from that
marriage, Véna. His current partner, Jana, is
being pushed to her very limits by Fogi’s reckless behaviour. Fogi is becoming more and
more aware of just how unsustainable his life is as it is, but he’s incapable of doing anything
about it. It’s devastating for him to see Véna repeating his own mistakes. Fogi desperately
tries to impart some of the lessons he has learned, but in vain. Véna careers headlong into
one fuck-up after another. It’s painful for Fogi to see that he can’t protect his son, it’s painful
for him that his relationship with Jana is starting to fall apart, it’s painful because he loves
them -- Fogi has a giant heart, and he loves his family above everything else.
JANA (33)
Jana married Fogi in the hope that he would
change one day. The years are going by and
he’s not only not changing, it sometimes
seems like he’s getting worse. Jana is falling
out of love with him. She gets swept off her
feet by a new lover. She’s rebelling against her
fate as a passive woman, she’s trying to run
away from herself. Jana is intelligent and has
great emotional depths, and so she finds it
hard to keep the growing feeling of guilt over
her affair at bay. She is caught in an emotional
dead-end -- she knows that repairing her relationship with Fogi is her only real option.
VÉNA (16)
Young Véna is scarred by the breakdown of
his parents’ relationship. He hates his mother
for abandoning him. It’s a deep wound that can
never be healed. That’s why he loves hanging
out with Jerry and his gang - it’s a relief, he can
have a laugh with them, it makes the pain go
away, and it fuels his sense of adventure.
Véna is still a child and isn’t capable of
understanding the consequences of his own
actions. He gets himself caught up in more and more trouble, but he won’t let anyone else
help him, he insists on sorting it all out by himself.
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KAREL (47)
Karel is Fogi’s “Master”. Karel’s “Master” is out there
somewhere, but Karel has never seen him. He just senses
his presence and communicates with him using
extrasensory perception. The Master directs all of his life
decisions, and gives him the ability to connect with inner
voices. These voices are what consitute the nature of
reality for Karel. Fogi trusts Karel, but is often plagued with
doubts. Whether Karel is just plain insane or not, his world
is unfathomable. You can’t hope to understand it, you can
only open yourself up to it and trust Karel completely. This
is why Fogi feels increasingly manipulated by Karel. Fogi
reaches breaking point and tells him the harsh truth about
what he really thinks of him. But Fogi never realizes just
how much Karel has all along been trying to avert the
tragedy that Fogi’s life is heading for.
EVIČKA (41)
Evička is completely devoted to Karel, to the
point of obeying the Master’s command
forbidding Karel to have children, even
though she desperately wanted to start a
family. Evička trusts Karel completely. But at
the same time doubt gnaws away at her,
and she’s troubled by the loneliness she
feels around him. Karel is becoming more
and more alien to her, and more and more
unfathomable. Evička stands up to Karel,
and this pushes him away.
JERRY (23) Véna’s friend
Jerry is much older than everyone else in the
gang, which suits him down to the ground
because it means he can be the top dog,
unlike in the rest of the world around him. His
dad was killed in a car accident, and his
mother is an alcoholic. It is noticeable how
much Jerry changes when he’s around Fogi.
Fogi is something of a substitute father to
him, Jerry feels a sense of security around
him that he doesn’t feel at home. Because of
his mother’s drinking, Jerry has to rely on
himself entirely, and his gang is his whole
world.
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About the director...

Bohdan Sláma, a graduate of Prague’s world-renowned film school FAMU, shoot his debut
feature “The Wild Bees” in 2001. It attracted immediate international acclaim and garnered
prestigious awards from Rotterdam, Warsaw, Cottbus, San Francisco and other international
festivals. His follow-up film “Something Like Happiness” (2005), was likewise a favorite at
major festivals worldwide, winning top prize honors at San Sebastian and sold into more than
25 territories worldwide. Slama’s first two films were both Czech Republic’s Oscar
submissions in their respective years. In addition to festival acclaim and kudos, his third
feature “The Country Teacher” (2008) put Slama on Variety’s “10 Directors to Watch” list.
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